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15 September 2006  
 
 
Dear Mr Cochrane 
 
BATHGATE-AIRDRIE RAIL BILL 
 
I refer to the request, 12 September, from the Airdrie-Bathgate Bill Committee for further written 
evidence on three specific questions relating to the cycle route. I trust the following will be of 
value to the committee. 
 
 
1. What improvements should the promoter make to the proposed cycle route and what 

is [North Lanarkshire Council's/West Lothian Council's] assessment of the work 
required to give to effect these improvements and the cost? 

 
West Lothian Council’s officials have been involved, during the preparation of the Bill, in 
developing the best route for the replacement cycle route (NCR75). As part of this 
involvement we have attended meetings with the promoter and other parties such as 
SUSTRANS.  
 
As stated at the Bill Committee meeting of 11 September, we feel that cycle route as 
detailed in the Bill is a good replacement and one which will be DDA compliant. 
 
However, there is one area where the council feels improvements could have been made 
and that is at Armadale Station. The promoter’s case is that constructing the cycle path 
adjacent to the railway, at the locus of the bridge west of the station, is not possible 
because of land ownership and engineering difficulties. The council would like this to be 
looked at more closely because, if achievable, it would enhance the cycle route 
considerably. 
 
It is acknowledged by the council that providing the improvement at Armadale Station may 
be more expensive but we do not have cost comparisons available to us. The promoter 
would, therefore, be better placed to give a more accurate cost figure.  
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Head of Development & Regulatory Services  Steve Field 



 
 
2. Is [North Lanarkshire Council/West Lothian Council] in dialogue with the promoter 

over such improvements and how hopeful is it of these being made? 
 

As stated above, the council has been in dialogue with the promoter during the 
development of the cycle route plans and will continue to work with the promoter to ensure 
that the replacement cyclepath is of a high standard.  
 
The council is not particularly optimistic that the Armadale issue can be resolved to achieve 
our aspiration but, through close partnership working at the detailed design stage, it is 
hoped that any other minor cyclepath issues can be resolved satisfactorily.  

 
3. What is [North Lanarkshire Council's/West Lothian Council's] estimate of usage of 

the realigned cycle path compared with the existing path? 
 

The monitoring of cycle usage on the existing path is monitored by SUSTRANS. The 
council has attempted to obtain usage information from SUSTRANS but, because of the 
timescale for submission of evidence, this has not been possible. Once this information is 
made available to us we will forward it to the committee. 
 
It is, however, the view of the council that there is unlikely to be any reduction in cyclepath 
usage resulting from the proposed realignment. Our view is that usage may in fact increase 
as a result of the railway being constructed. For example, people may use the cyclepath as 
part of their journey to the new Armadale Station.  

 
Separately, you have asked for the council’s evidence on the question posed to the promoter. I 
trust the following will assist the committee. 
 
The promoter stated that the figures (housing forecasts, employment etc.) used in its 
modelling forecasting were received from both local authorities in 2005. What figures 
would the local authorities provide in 2006 particularly in relation to Plains and 
Blackridge? [please submit both sets of figures to aid comparison] 
 
Changes to Development Assumptions Since Modelling for Bathgate – Airdrie. 
 
In early 2005 David Simmonds, acting for MVA, on the business case modelling for the Airdrie - 
Bathgate reopening, consulted West Lothian Council on the assumptions included in the 
modelling for the Airdrie - Bathgate economic case. 
 
In the council’s view, the assumptions at that stage underestimated residential growth along the 
route of the railway line. In particular, growth around Broxburn, which would be within the 
catchment for Uphall Station, appeared to have been omitted. The consultants subsequently 
confirmed that these additional houses would be factored into the model and the council 
assumes that this has been done, although revised assumptions have not been forwarded to 
the council. 
 
Since this work was carried out, the council has worked extensively on a housing model in 
preparation for the public local inquiry into the Finalised West Lothian Local Plan. The housing 
model is lodged as a core document for the public inquiry; which is currently underway. 
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The housing model, which was finalised in June 2006, shows anticipated growth significantly 
above that included in the 2005 modelling assumption used for Airdrie - Bathgate. The housing 
model has been developed in association with housing developers who are promoting key 
development sites through the local plan.  
 
It should be noted that, in establishing the housing model, the council has taken a more 
pessimistic view of growth than the house building industry. In the recent past average house 
completions in West Lothian have been around 1,200 houses per annum. The development 
phasing suggested by the house building industry for sites being promoted by the council 
through the local plan would have seen this annual completion rate assumption rise to over 
2,300 houses per annum for a number of years from 2011 onwards. The council considers this 
to be unrealistic and has constrained assumed growth to a maximum of 1,810 units per annum 
in 2011 with an average of 1,430 completions per annum over the next 15 years. 
 
The council’s housing model was published in June 2006 and, even since then, the anticipated 
level of growth in Blackridge has increased by around 120 units as a result of the submission of 
a planning application for 330 houses on a site which the local plan and housing model 
assumed would be developed for 210 houses.  
 
The following table gives a comparison of the figures the council understands have been 
included in the A-B model, together with the corresponding figures from the council’s housing 
model as submitted to the local plan public local inquiry. Additional figures resulting from the 
submission of planning applications are also shown. The table shows a very significant level of 
growth above the assumptions in Blackridge (+225.5%) and Whitburn (81.8%).  
 
The table only shows additional growth around the new station locations in West Lothian which 
are currently the subject of consideration. It can be anticipated that there will be additional 
growth along the whole route in West Lothian which, while not significant in terms of justification 
for additional stations, will add to the overall economic case for the railway line. Figures for 
other settlements can be supplied if they are required by the committee or the promoter. 
 
Table 1: Anticipated Completions 2007-2021 
 
Area A-B 

Model 
April 2005 

WLC 
Housing 
Model 
June 2006 

Recent 
Planning 
Applications 
September 
2006 

Total 
additions 
over the 
figure in 
April 2005 
model 

% additions 
over the 
figure in 
the April 
2005 
model 

      
Armadale 2,110 2,182 -   72     3.4% 
Blackridge    161    404 120 363 225.5% 
Whitburn 1,165 2,118 - 953   81.8% 

   
Retail 
 
In addition to the movement in the anticipated housing completions since the B-A economic 
case modelling was carried out, there has also been significant progress on consenting of retail 
floorspace.  
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The 2005 model assumes an additional 250,000 square feet of retail floorspace at Almondvale, 
Livingston. This figure was included in anticipation of an application for development of Phase 3 
of the Almondvale Centre. This application has been submitted and has recently been 
consented by the council with a total floorspace of 380,000 square feet, some 130,000 square 
feet (52.0%) more than assumed in the economic case modelling for Airdrie - Bathgate.  
 
If the committee requires any further clarification of any points contained in this response the 
council will be happy to assist. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
Graeme Malcolm 
Transportation Manager 
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